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PREFACE 

This is the twelfth bonk, in serial order, compiled under 
the Sindhi Adabi Board's Folklore & Literature Project, approved 
in 1956 for the collection, compilation and publication of Smdhi 
Folklore. 

The work on this Projt>ct was started in January 1957. 
and the first two years were devoted mainly to the collection 
of the oral tradition and the written record. The oral tradition 
was reduced to writing through a net-work of field "orkers, one 
stationed in each taluka area. The compilation and publication 
work commenced from 1959. So far 20 volumes have been 
pubfohed. and this is the twenty-fir~t of the forty volumes 
proposed to be published under this project. 

R iddleR belong to the antiquity of human race and are 
common to all the peoples and races of mankind. They have 
been current in the Lower Indus V::illey of Sind also from times 
immemorial, and their rich variety curent to the present day 
indicates that riddling ha" been an essential part of the folk 
culture of the people of Sind. Here, through the course of 
crnturies, the 'simple riddle' evolved differentiating further into 
various forms. 

The highly complex type of Sindhi riddle is Gujharat, the 
like of which, probably, is not known among any other people, 
in any language in any other country, Because of their distinct 
and highly complex form, a separate volume, Book XHf of this 
Project has been devoted to Guiharat. This volume deals with 
all the other varieties of riddle, though for the sake nf brevity 
it has been entitled as "Riddle8 And Enigmas". A brief explanation 
of the different types of riddles. compiled under this volume, 
fc llows. For details. the reader ;.hould refer to the introductory 
explanation at the beginning of each chapter and the Sindhi 
introduction 
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l. PIROLEE. It is the synonym of 'riddle' in Eng'ish, an·i 
literally means 'something to be thought about and solved'. Like 
'riddle', it is the generic term, applied specifically to the 
'common riddle' and also generaily (though loosely) to all the 
other forms. From the point of structure, similitude and imagery 
involved, and nature of the solution, the Sindhi Pirolee may be 
differentiated into (i) the simple riddle, (ii} the simple versified 

riddle. (iii) the versified riddle with a more complicated solution, 
and (fr) the riddle the solution of which is b:.sed not on inde· 
pendent thinking but on the pronouncement of the traditional 
doggerel rhymes transmitted by the elders. These four forms of 
Pirolee are respectively compiled under the first four chapters or 
this volume. The following are the typical examples of each 
variety: 

( i) A loaf is lying in the desert 
(The foot-print of the camel). 

LY:ng on the face it is one, with face upwards it is two 
(The mirror). 

The river is at the bottom, the field is burning at the top 
(The bubble bubble). 

One he-goat with twelve hoofs 
(The y~ar). 

An inch in size with tweniy feet or tail 
(The needle and the thread). 

(ii) Green is the crerper with fruits white 
One cannot taste but can sight 

(The sky and the stars). 
Four males and sixteen ma ids 
Got decorated ,,fter Joss of heads 

lFour thumbs and sixteen fingers after nail cut). 

(Ui) I cannot cut, I cannot weigh 
I cannot break it any way 

(Une's own reflection). 
Whenever he comes,~whencver 
Empty handed he returns never 

(The Angel of Death). 



The one who needed it, did not purchase it 
The one who purchased, did not wear it 
The one who wore it did not sec it 

(The shroud). 

(iv) Make the cat wear the earings 
Cheerings! Cheerings! 
Cat wore the earings. 

Make the she-fox to be the bride 
The crow cried 
The C'lt sighed 
The she-fox became the bride. 
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II. DUST AG. It may be described as a ''Puzzle in Similitudes" 
because simile is employed successively in its structure. Eac'i 
statement denotes an analogy of form or function which correctly 
corresponds to the description of the real (thing or idea), 
suggesting and yet baffling the solution The dustogs are compiled 
under Chapter V. 

Examples: 
Its head is like the elephant'•, but it is not an elephant 
It is black like a crow, but it is not a crow 
It climbs up the tree, but it is not a snake-

Say what is it? 
(The Black Ant). 

It is round like a hedge·llog, but it is not a hedge-hng 
It bas beard like men, but it is not man 
It wears yellow robes, but it is not a sanyasi 
It is full of water, but it is not a water skin--

Say what is it? 

(The coconut), 

Ill. IV. HEMAREE AND GOORHO. These two types, 
compiled under Chapter VI, may be described as 'Metaphorical 
Pu~les '. because metaphor is their essential characteristic. 
Hemaree literally means the 'golden one'. i. e., the riddle which 
is a golden gift presented by one friend to another. Goorho 
means a 'complicated puzzle'. Tht se are the types of riddles 
i:eculiar to the Lar (sou'h1:rn) and th~ Tharparkar areas of Sind 
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As such, they are mostly r.omoosed la the Tharee-Dhatki dialect 
and are invariably in versified form. Hemaree is almost the 
same as the versified Pirolee (Chapters II & III) but Goorho 
differs in style and structure and ui;uatly involves complicated 
metaphors. 

Hemarec 

Clear like the skv and moon-like in shape 
From the perfume-vendor's shop I do purchase 

(The mirror). 
On a fiat top is a pond small 
Elephants drink from it, horses and all 
Except birds with beaks long or SJJall 

(Udder or breast). 

Goor/10 

The darling of the rock's son together with the tree's son 
Wearing the goat's son, it accompanies man. 

a. The rock's son=iron= -reel=the blade 
b, The tree's son=wood=the handle 
c, The goat's son=skin=leather 

The wear of leather=sbeath 

d. The'steel blade+wooden handle+sheatb=sheathed 

sword, carried by men. 

\. DIITH OR DITTH-PIROLEE. (Plu. Ditthoon). Ditth 
n:eans •something seen' and piro/ee is the riddle. Thus, Dilth· 
pirolee means a 'riddle based on something seen'. It is always 
in verse form. The difference between a pirolee (common 
riddle) and a Ditth-pirolee is that while in the former the simile 
Mtd the metaphor pertain to mainly the shape or form of the 
object, in the latter they usually pertain to both the form and 
the function of the object. Tn the plural form, they are called 
Ditthoon or Ditth- piroZroon which are the subject matter of 
Clrnpter VII. 

Fxample: 

A good-named female, small in size, with a long tait 
The bird has two she has four winS' frail. 



No blood if slaughtered, her meat of no avail 
When she goes out hunting, she kills the male. 
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{The Dragon Fly which hunts the mosquito). 

This type represents the common ditth or ditth-piro/ee. Bui 
there is another type, the Rivayati Ditth or 'the transmitsed 
situational riddle', repre!:enting the inventive skill of those early 
professional experts who based these riddles on happenings and 
situations which they actualiy saw or the possible occurrence 
of which they visualized. The orally transmitted tradition usal!y 
represents two professional experts engaging in a volley of wits 

and demonstrating their ingenuity-the one composing and pre
senting one riddle after another and the other solving each one 
in verse instantly or after suggesting more than one solution 
These are termed as the Rivayati Ditthoon. i.e., the transmitted 
situational riddles which are brought together under Chapter VIH. 

VI. '.\1U'AMMA OR \IAM. It literally means an enigan. 
ft can be conveniently described by comparing it to the dittl1. 
While the d1ttli is based on an object or situation actually seen 
or visualized, the mu'amma may be b:ised on an imagery or idea. 
In dittlz the description is comparat1vely simpler and so also 
are the similes and the metaphors. The mu' amma, even when 
pertaimng to a single object, employs a series of similes and 
metaphors based on the detailed characteristics and qualities of 
the object. 

The style and the diction of the verse are also coniparativdy 
superior in the mu' amma than in the ditth. Both the mu' ammo 
and the dittll are composed in verse, but the former is more 
lengthy than the latter. The nature of the puzzle involved in 
the mu'amma is also much more complicated than in the dittlt. 

Examples: 

1. Please explain it to Mittho.U) and give it your thought 
It neither came from earth, nor from the sky was it broughi 
It was neither born of father, nor from the motlier bego1 
Says \'I ittho, it has birth and death, but alive it is not 

---··-------·---------·-·--------
<l) Mittho is the name of the composer of this enigma. 



It moves without life, in wonder I am caught 
Oh intelligent f eiJow! tell Mittho, it is whar? 

(Perspiration). 
2. I looked and saw and observed with care -

The nature made this beautiful ware 
With God's will so fine and fair 
The python and the nightingale both live there 
The wolf and tbe goat in the same lair 
The fifth is the goat-I erd, togather they fare 
But each in its own way does and dare 
Oh intelligent man! explain this situation rare. 

This enigma (mu'amma) was proposed to the illiterate but 
renowned poet Nim of the town of Uthal in the district of 
Las Bela (18th century) and he explained it in verse. It means 
'i\1an's Body'. 1 he python is the selfish self, the nightingale 
the tongue which spells out the desire, the wolf is the Satan, 
the goat is the faith, and the goat-herd is the reason. 

The current mu' am mas are compiled under Chapter IX, while 
those transmitted through tradition ( Ril'ayati Mu' ammaoon pl.) 
are compiled under Chapter X. 

VII. THE GURU-CHElO. These riddles are in the form of 
puzzling questions based on the concept of test questions supposed 
'to have been posed by the guru (the guide) to his Cllelo (the 
disciple). The origin and development of this class of riddles 
has the cultural background of the influence of the 'Hutt-Yogi' 
or '}ogi Panth' (Yogi sect of the Nath Gurus in the 14th century 
or earlier. Machhandar Nath is said to be the founder of this 
a:ct. His disciple Gorakh Nath became famous throughout the 
sub--continent. These Yogis had their place of pilgrimage called 
'H1nglaj' (in the present Las Bela district) on the bmk: of the 
Hingol river some 150 miles west of Karachi. They used to 
pass through Sind and the people of Sind became acquainted 

v.1\tb them. 

The Che/a (the disciple) used to be trained by his teacher-guide, 
the Nath or the Guru. He used to put some test questions to 
him. Originally these questions must have pertained to the 
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sectarian discip'ine, bm thi~ idea of test questions irave birth 
to this type of riddle which v·;as developed by the professional 
Sir.dhi bards. For want of a better name, it is now catled the 
'G uru-Chelo ·. 

lhe Guru-Che!o denoks a puzzling question composed in 
double verse form (doha). Usually, it contains three propositions, 
the solutions of which invariably depend upon a single word. 
fn this sense, it resembles a Jogogriph, though no addition, 
rnbtraction or trnnsposition of letrer ts involved in the single 

word for the purpose of solutions. Rather the word, as such, 
is capable of giving three different meanings providing solutions 
appropriate to the three propositions. 

Example: 
Questhm: The owner does not recognize the goat, and the 

camel does not eat the khabbar leaves 
The farmer does not scare away the birds, say 

why oh Chela please? 
Answer: Oh Guru! (because) boori is not there, 
(a) Boori, is the kind of goat with very small ears. Since 

his boori goat is not among the many goats show to 
him, he does not recognize the one belonging to him 

(h) Boori means blossom of the khabbar tree. The camel 
eats the leaves of this tree when it blossoms and becomes 
sweeter. Since there is no boori (blossom), the camel 
does not eat it. 

( c) Boori means the raw grain of the ears (of bajltra or 
.f awari crops). The birds are not scared away until the 
ears begin to have the raw grains. Since the ea.rs have 
no boori (raw grains). the farmer does not bother to 
scare away the birds. 

The Guru-Clu:lo riddles are compiled under Cllapter XI. 

VIII. PROPOSITION ROOTED IN CULTURE. The last 
two chapter. XI and XII, pertain to the type of versified pro
positions, tbe solutions of which depend not so much on the 
exercise of inteJligence as on acquaintance with the social mores 
and cultural valuse. 
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The propositions under Chapter XII are in the 'numerical 
form'. For example: 
Proposition: One fellow enjoys ;'_ sound sleep 

One fellow enjoys a sound sleep 
Solution: Yes, the Qne who has neither a wife nor a borne 

to keep. He docs enjoy a sut.nd steep. 
Proposition: The Tll'o are just alike 

The Tiro are just alike 
Solution: Yes, the young one of a goat and a neglected child 

These TH"o are just alike (i.e., they know no 
discipl inc). 

Proposition: Do not undcr-c<timate the T/1rt?e 
Do nat under-estimate the Three 

Solution: The ruler. the fire and the flood w::i.ter free 
Do not under-estimate the Tlzree. 

Thc;sc propositions are composed on numerals ranging from one 
to twenty, there being a number of propositions on each numeral. 

Chapter XIII pertains to what may be called the 'qualitative 
or value propositions'. The questions involved :ire something 
like this: What are the good qualities of differeat things, animals, 
persons etc.? Which tbh1gs or situations should not be relied 
upon? What characteristics make different things (anim1Is, men 
etc.) meaningful, useful or beautiful? The propositions are In 
simple question form but the answers to them are to be in a 
rhymed form. 

Under tbe present survey, about 600J riddles of the above 
categories were coUected from all over the country, and after 
collation and critical evaluation, 1305 were finally selected for 
inclusion in this volume. 

Univeuity of Sind 
Hyderabad 
,,ugust ro. ~965. 

:--J.A. BALOCl-I, 

!) , ;ector, Fo!klore Project. 
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